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PREFACE

This paper was written for two purposes. First, this

paper provided a great opportunity to research and then assimi-

late facts on a new and exciting technological area, gallium

arsenide devices. Second, using the background material on

gallium arsenide, this paper develops a strategy for a small,

start-up firm in this industry. This paper combines many

resources and viewpoints to come to a single strategy for a

firm in a very risk industry.

Chapter One contains an overview of gallium arsenide

research and applications which have been developed so far.

This chapter is in no way to be construed as original work. It

is simply a summary and paraphrasing of articles, from certi-

fied experts in high technology areas, on gallium arsenide's

future and present possibilities. Once this information was

gathered, a strategic plan was then feasible to create.

Chapters Two, Three, and Four are original work.

These chapters construct a strategic plan using Michael E.

Porter's five-part framework. This framework is well-recog-

nized and widely used and was most recently described in

Michael Porter's latest book, Competitive Advantage. These

chapters analyze the industry, forecast trends, formulate a

strategic plan and then highlight some key tactical points.

III
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CHAPTER ONE

GALLIUM ARSENIDE: AN OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Virtually all microelectronic chips are based on

silicon. Ever since silicon trounced germanium in the transis-

tor market, silicon has been the only practical material for

devices ranging from SSI (small-scale integration) to VLSI

(very-large scale integration f

However, silicon has a new rival, gallium arsenide

(GaAs). GaAs has the physical properties to be a material

that's faster and requires less power than silicon. While it

has been the preferred material for a few devices, such as

microwave transistors and LEDs (light-emitting diodes), it

wasn't until the 1980's that GaAs became a practical foundation

for ICs (integrated circuits). A recent series of events moved

GaAs technology into the commercial sphere.

First, the United States military decided that signal

processing and complex design computation required a leap in

processing speed that silicon ICs would be hard-pressed to

provide. When engineers looked at GaAs and realized that it

not only provided higher speed than silicon but also offered

1
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vastly improved radiation resistance, higher operating tempera-

tures, and lower power dissipation, they knew that they had to

have i t.^

The second factor that turned the spotlight on Ga A s

was the telecommunications market's desire for higher-frequency

devices. If GaAs was used for simple discrete devices, why

couldn't complete circuits be fabricated upon it? The DBS

(direct broadcast satellite) dreams of entrepreneurs played a

role here. Using silicon amplifiers, a homeowner would need a

huge antenna (larger than house roof, by some estimates) to

receive television signals directly from a satellite. GaAs IC

amplifiers, on the other hand, hold out the promise on an

antenna only a meter or so wide. 2

The third factor was the telecommunications industry

desire for a more efficient light source for their fiber optic

systems. GaAs has been the major LED material for many years

and has been the substance of choice for integrated semiconduc-

tor lasers. The idea of an integrated repeater-laser, ampli-

fier, and digital processing circuitry all on the same chip-

occurred to quite a few designers. Such a construction would

Phillip, "Gallium Arsenide Chips," BYTE,
November 1984, p. 211.

2
lb id

.
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be vital to a fiber-optics network; every link between fibers

could use such a repeater.

The final impetus for GaAs came from the world of

commercial supercomputers. GaAs offered chips that would be

five to seven times faster than the best silicon devices while

consuming equal or less power. Supercomputer manufacturers

were all keeping an eye on the improvements in GaAs technology.

And just when some of those firms made plans to include GaAs in

a future system, the other shoe dropped. 4

That shoe was the Josephson junction. A superconduc-

ting device, the Josephson junction switches in picoseconds and

uses a minute amount of power. Unfortunately, Josephson junc-

tions operate only at supercold temperatures (only a few de-

grees above absolute zero). That made them very difficult to

manufacture. IBM was the largest Josephson junction investiga-

tor, and Big Blue had openly predicted that supercomputers

would be built with these devices. Then, in late 1983, IBM

announced it was canceling its Josephson junction project and

writing off over $lOO million in research and development

expenses. Interest in GaAs exploded.^

Ibid.

4 lb id.

s lbid
.
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PHYSICS AND PROCESSING OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE

Silicon has dominated IC manufacturers because it

yields good performance devices and is easily refined and

processed. An important example of processing simplicity is

the use of silicon dioxide for insulation. Many places on a

chip require an insulating layer between or within devices.

Silicon dioxide, an excellent insulator, grows on hot silicon

without requiring intricate chemical processing. GaAs doesn't

provide any simple insulating process and must rely on compli-

/T

cated depositions for insulation.

But GaAs lab work in the past decade has made GaAs

processing practical, if not as simple as silicon processing.

In fact, the same equipment that IC manufacturers use for

silicon needs only slight modification to be used for GaAs.

And now that GaAs is practical, designers don’t have to live

with silicon's disadvantages.

The first major disadvantage of silicon, in compari-

son to GaAs, is its speed. Silicon microprocessors accomplish

their simplest tasks in microseconds. That corresponds to an

operating frequency of as much as 10 or 20 megahertz (MHz). If

faster, though less space-efficient, technologies are used to

manufacture the transistors on the chip such as bipolar bit-

6
lbid., p. 212.
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slice chips silicon can go as fast as 100 MHz with simplest

, 7
actions taking nanoseconds.

This isn't fast enough for all applications. Solu-

tions that require huge numbers of calculations (the most

famous example is weather forecasting) cannot be accomplished

with current computers because those computers just aren't fast

enough. Also, some real-time computing problems, such as

controlling complicated machines, require answers in such a

hurry that silicon chips are hard-pressed to do the job. But

because of its "energy-band" structure, GaAs is nearly ideal

for ICs. Electrons in it are very "light" and can move very

quickly. This is true of many of the compounds known as 111-V

materials (so called because of their position in the periodic

table of chemical elements). GaAs is the best known of the

111-V semiconductors. Others, such as indium phosphide and

indium antimonide, also hold great promise as foundations for

• • ■ P.
microelectronic devices.

In essence, the effective mass of the GaAs electron

is only 7 percent of what it is in silicon. That means GaAs

can be up to five times faster than the fastest silicon chip.

GaAs electron mobility ranges from 1.4 X 10E7 to 5 X 10E7

centimeters per second (cm/s) while silicon electron mobility

I bid.

8 lb id.
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is approximately 6 X 10E6 cm/s. In the end, silicon devices

struggle to run at 200 MHz, while GaAs just get going at 2

g igaher t z (GHz) .

9

Another major advantage of GaAs is that, when proper-

ly manufactured, it is a better insulator than silicon, which

helps isolate devices on the chip from each other and reduces

parasitic capacitance. (Parasitic capacitance limits how close

transistors can be to one another; a large amount of parasitic

capacitance slows the chip down.)-1- 9 Intrinsic GaAs (before it

is "doped" with any impurities to form circuit elements) has a

high resistance to electric current; thus, starting wavers are

sem i-insulating, rather than semi-conducting as with silicon.

Such substrates simplify circuit fabrication considerably be-

cause special isolation areas, called "wells", need not be

formed for each active device or transistor on the chip. De-

vices built in GaAs are naturally isolated by the semi-insula-

ting substrate. One result of the elimination of wells is more

compact, higher-density circuits, and simply put, the distance

that electrons must travel is reduced and therefore operating

speed is increased. In addition, since the wells tend to

introduce parasitic capacitance, which was discussed earlier,

9 Ibid
. , p.214

10
lb id.
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when they too are eliminated, GaAs chips gain another speed

advantage.

Gallium arsenide is also very radiation-hard, and so

it is good for military and space applications. It can with-

stand 10E7 to 10E8 rads; silicon takes only 10E3 to 10E4 rads.

Ga As also has a wide work i ng-1 em per a ture range (from -200 to

+2OO degrees Celsius) because of its wider energy band gap.

Special processing techniques can be used to make GaAs chips

that run as hot as 300 or 400 degrees Celsius.^

Standard microprocessors, such as the 8088 used in

the IBM Personal Computer, are built out of silicon NMOS (nega-

tive-channel metal-oxide semi-conductor) transistors. The

fastest silicon chips are ECL (emitter-coupled logic), a bipo-

lar technology that consumes a lot of energy and is more expen-

sive than most NMOS. The heat generated by ECL chips becomes a

major problem in computer design, requiring expensive cooling

apparatuses and packaging innovations. Silicon CMOS (comple-

mentary metal-oxide semi-conductor) became popular during the

1980's and offers much lower power dissipation than ECL. CMOS

has been traditionally known as a "slow" technology, but when

the devices are made very small and run at higher power, they

Gregory, "Gallium Arsenide Chips Emerge
From the Lab," High Technology, July 1984, p. 46.

-*- 2
Rob inson

, Phillip, p. 214.
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can run faster. Still, CMOS uses about 5 times more voltage

and 25 times more dynamic power than GaAs. In summary, silicon

chips simply cannot reach the speed of GaAs chips without

expensive and exotic cooling systems to keep them func-

Figure 1 compares the delay and power dissipation

of several types of semiconductors.

TYPES OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE COMPUTER CHIPS POSSIBLE

Just as in silicon, there are quite a few ways to

make a transistor on a GaAs wafer. The three most common GaAs

devices are D-MESFETs (depletetion-metal semiconductor field-

effect transistors), E-MESFETs (enhancement-MESFETs) ,
and HEMTs

(high electron mobility transistors). GaAs won't grow on regu-

lar planer-oxide, so standard MOSFETs (metal-oxide-semiconduc-

tor FETs) cannot be built on it.

Currently, the most mature technology is the D-

MESFET. E-MESFETs and HEMTs are not yet ready for commercial

markets. D-MESFETs have a depletion range (depleted of elec-

trons) and are normally on. Positive bias voltage on the gate

reduces the size of the depletion region; negative gate vol-

tages extend it. The negative voltage may increase to the

point where the channel is pinched off. E-MESFETs are doped to

cut off the depletion region with no bias voltage, thus, they

.
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Figure 1

Source : Johnsen, Gregory. "Gallium Arsenide Chips

Emerge from the Lah." High Technology, July 1984, p. 46
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are normally off. That means they use less power than D-

MESFETs. Positive bias voltage on the gate increases the size

of the channel. D-MESFETs require two power supplies while E-

MESFETs require only one.
1^

If they consume less power than D-MESFETs and need

only a single power supply, why aren't E-MESFETs used? For one

thing, they draw excessive gate current if gate voltage is

above 0.7 volt, so the pinch-off voltage must be controlled

very exactly. Also, surface depletion regions that appear

between the gate, source, and drain lower the efficiency of the

transistor. The gate area can be recessed, but that compli-

cates manufacturing.

HEMTs perform better than E-MESFETs, particularly at

low temperatures. HEMTs are superlattice heterojunctions-

multiple arsenide, a solid solution of the three elements).

The foundation of the device is an undoped GaAs channel with a

GaAlAs doped layer between channel and gate. Electron mobility

in the channel is higher because there are no dopant ions to

scatter current carriers. HEMTs turn on very quickly because

they reach full transconductance with a gate-logic voltage only

slightly above the threshold voltage. HEMTs, however, are more

difficult to fabricate than MESFETs and the required processes

such as MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) -- don't adapt easily

14
i b i(5

#
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to mass production.^- 5
(See Figure 2 for a summary of GaAs

chips and their characteristics.

APPLICATIONS

The Supercomputer Chase

It is no secret that supercomputer makers are depen-

ding on GaAs for some of their future speed improvements. Cray

Research, the premier supercomputer maker, plans to use GaAs

for the central processing unit in a future computer. Fujitsu

is also planning to use GaAs. Fujitsu, NEC, Hitachi, and

Mitsubishi, are making GaAs chips for the Japanese Ministry of

International Trade and Industry supercomputer project.

Fujitsu has announced it will use GaAs in its own

supercomputers, and because Fujitsu now owns a portion of

Amdahl, the chips may turn up in Amdahl systems, too.

Fujitsu has developed two HE M T GaAs chips, HEMT

structures must be cooled to 77 degrees Kelvin for best re-

sults, not as cold as Josephson Junctions. At such tempera-

tures, and with a small (0.4 volt) logic swing, HEMT gate

arrays should switch in 30 picoseconds (ps) and use only about

150 microwatts. HEMT chips with 1-micron gates and running at

room temperature are about 25 percent faster than MESFET chips.

Fujitsu foresees an HEMT computer running with a 2 nanosecond

15
Ibid.
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Figure 2

SUMMARY OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE CHIPS AND CHARACTERISTICS

D-MESFET (depletion-metal semiconductor field-effect transis-

tors)

Have an electron depleted region and are normally
on

Requires two power suppliers
Standard chip now in production

E-MESFET (enhancement-MESFET)

Do NOT have an electron depleted region and are

normally off

Use less power than D-MESFETs

Requires only ONE power supply
Voltages must be carefully regulated when in use or

excessive current is drawn and the circuit will
overheat

Very limited production is only now beginning since

overheating of the circuit is still a major prob-
lem.

HEMT (high electron mobility transistors)

HEMTs are superlattice heterojunctions.
Multiple, extremely thin layers of GaAs and GaAlAs

(gallium aluminum arsenide) are used to fabricate

this device

Fastest, GaAs chips yet developed. (About 25% fas-

ter than GaAs MESFETs.)
Very difficult to fabricate especially in mass

quantities
Has to be cooled to 77 degrees Kalvin for best

results

Still in testing stages in laboratories

Fujitsu has developed one of the fastest HEMT

chips. It has a .9 nanosecond access time, but

that was at -196 degrees Celcius.

Source: Robinson, Phillip. "Gallium Arsenide Chips." B YTE,
November 1984, p. 211-227.
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(ns) clock. Today's supercomputers have clocks that run at ap-

proximately 10 ns. Still, HEMT chips are in the labs only and

are hard to fabricate. The thin layers, made by MBE, are

difficult to control and slow to build.

In February of 1983, Fujitsu announced an experimen-

tal HEMT, IK-bit SRAM (static random-access read-write memory),

and then in February of 1984, it announced an experimental 4K-

bit SRAM. The former is one of the fastest HEMT chips

announced, with 0.9 ns access time at -196 degrees Celcius.

The latter has been tested at 3 ns access time -- twice the

speed of comparable silicon chips. Typical IK-bit silicon ECL

SRAM access times are 15, 20, or 24 ns. The newest commer-

cially available 4K-bit ECL SRAMs have about the same access

1 7
times.

The Fujitsu chips have all been described in confer-

ences and journals. They are not available for purchase. The

only GaAs chips Fujitsu sells are its GaAs FETs.

Cray indicates it will be using some GaAs in a super-

computer, however, it has published very little on this sub-

ject. As is true of many of the supercomputer designs, GaAs

chips won't make up all or even a majority of the system.

Instead, these expensive jewels will be used where they can

16
Ibid., p. 216

.

17 Ibid.
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give an economically justifiable boost to performance --

namely, in the central processor as ALU (arithmetic and logic

unit) chips, cache and microcode memories, clock components,

and the like.

Cray is building a GaAs research and development

facility and is investing nearly $lOO million in the next three

years to build the Cray-3 supercomputer (which industry obser-

vers expect will use eight GaAs processors). Cray is even

making its own GaAs chips to lessen its dependence on Japanese

. 1 R
supplier s.

Military Applications

Military applications demand many of the physical

advantages of GaAs. The speed is vital for everything from

complex weather forecasting to real-time signal processing.

The radiation resistance is crucial for satellites and for

hardening electronic equipment against the threat of an elec-

tro-magnetic pulse from a nuclear blast. The ability of the

GaAs to run at much higher temperatures than silicon is useful

for many of the extreme environments military equipment must

perform in.

For those reasons, the United States Department of

Defense (DOD) has long been interested in GaAs and has contrac-

18
Ibid., p. 218.
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ted with firms such as Rockwell to develop GaAs chips. DARPA,

the Department of Advanced Research Projects Agency, is also

pursuing GaAs work for applications such as long-term space

missions.

The military wants to use GaAs in satellites. "Just

about all surveillance satellites gather tremendous amounts of

data," explains Richard Reynolds, the deputy director of the

Defense Science Office, "but the sensors are so good that

there's no way to relay all the data to Earth. We'd like to

have on-board selection of what's relevant." A very fast,

radiation-resistant, low-power (able to work from solar cells)

satellite computer would be just what the DOD doctor ordered.

Raytheon is the prime contractor for the prototype of such a

computer, expected in 1987. Rockwell and Honeywell are making

production lines for GaAs digital circuits and will deliver

logic and memory chips. McDonnell and Texas Instruments are

working on new circuit designs. Both Rockwell and Honeywell

are working on 64K-bit RAMs that have access times of 10 to 15

ns.
9

According to Allen Firstenberg of Rockwell's Micro-

electronic Research and Development Center, Rockwell has been

active in Ga A s for quite a few years. The low-power,

radiation-hard GaAs RAM LSI and VLSI chips that Rockwell is

19
Ibid.
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developing are exemplified by a IK-bit SRAM that uses only 100

milliwatts to achieve a 6 ns access time. Operating the same

chip at higher power can yield access times approaching 1 ns.
2^

Rockwell is also working on optronic GaAs chips; it

has used ion implantation to make the FETs and multilayer

epitaxy to make the GaAs-GaAlAs (gallium alluminum arsenide)

structure for integrating semiconductor lasers onto a chip.

Rockwell apparently believes it can get 500 to 1,000 gates on a

chip within the next two or three years.
2^

The strategy exhibited by most firms for perfecting

this new chip technology is exemplified by Gigabit Logic, a

Rockwell spin-off started in 1982 which makes only GaAs ICs.

The firm offers a series of 12 chips and an evaluation board to

simplify the task of designing with the chips.

According to Tony Livingston, marketing vice-presi-

dent of Gigabit, "There is a learning curve on parts complexity

that builds with time and the maturity of the technology. We

could physically make at least 16k-bit SRAMS, but we don't have

the yield experience to do it economically." Livingston adds,

"We'll be pushing up the level of integration very rapidly, but

20
Ibid.

21 Ibid.
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we are purposefully starting out with things that are easy" (IK

and 4 K SRAMs).
22

"Everything we're making is 1-micron design rule,"

according to Richard Eden, Gigabit's vice-president of research

and development. Gigabit sees GaAs as a "tool to a system

designer for high performance" just as CMOS is used for low

power and bipolar for speed. Having GaAs digital chips on the

commercial market lets people "use it where it makes the most

sense." Furthermore, Gigabit says that all of its parts are

ECL compatible and can also be easily interfaced to TTL and

CMOS.
23

Fiber Optic Lasers

Gallium arsenide lasers are expected to work wonders

in the world of fiber optic communications. In principle,

according to a leading researcher, just one laser system, in

which information is transmitted on light waves rather than on

an electric current, could carry the telephone calls of

everyone in North America -- even if they all talked simultan-

eously .

2 4

22
Ibid., p. 222

23ibid.

Stephen, "Gallium Arsenide: The Right
Stuff," Science Digest, November 1982, p. 56.
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When transmitting information via sound, telephone,

radio waves or light beams, the amount of information the

medium can carry is a function of the length of the wave. The

shorter the wave, the higher its frequency, that is, the more

waves can pass a given point in a second carrying their mes-

sages. Light is a potent messenger because of its short wave-

length. The frequency of an electrical telephone call is only

4,000 hertz, or cycles per second, compared with 800 trillion

hertz for light waves.^s

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company has

installed thousands of miles of glass cables to carry these

beams of light. A single glass cable one-half inch in diameter

carries more than 40,000 two-way telephone conversations, re-

placing a copper cable as thick as a man's arm. Smaller cables

are critical in many large cities that are running out of space

for new lines.

Scientists use gallium arsenide to make the lasers

that shoot the beams of light down the long glass fibers. Like

a computer chip, the laser is startling for its diminutive

appearance. It is the size of a grain of salt, and you could

easily lose a handful of them on a cluttered desk.

Gallium arsenide integrated circuit lasers have come

of age in the past year so, with companies in the U.S., Japan

25
Ibid.
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and Europe are starting to produce amplifier, logic, and memory

chips. Leading-edge chip makers are now closing in on mono-

lithic GaAs optical transmitters, with the laser, the driver

transistors, and the signal-processing circuitry all integrated

on the one chip. Such ICs would certainly accelerate the swing

toward optical data transmission, already in vogue because of

its speed, its bandwidth, and its freedom from electromagnetic

interference. The latest of these ICs to come to light is from

Rockwell International's Microelectronics Research and Develop-

ment Center, in Thousand Oaks, California, where a monolithic

optoelectronic transmitter is operating at frequencies up to 1

gigahertz .^

Solar Cells

Gallium arsenide crystals may eventually usher in a

new age of energy from the sun. Solar cells are now made from

silicon, and the power they produce is too costly to compete

with fossil fuels. "Gallium arsenide absorbs solar radiation

much more efficiently than does silicon," says John Fan, an

assistant group leader for electronic materials at Lincoln

Laboratory. "We can make solar cells out of it extremely light

and thin.

26
Waller, Larry, "GaAs Optical IC Integrates Laser,

Driver transistors," Electronics, October 6, 1983, p. 51.

? 7
p. 57.
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The efficiency of gallium arsenide in converting

solar energy to electricity has reached 22 percent in some

tests, according to Fan. Silicon's efficiency is 18 percent in

some high performance devices and only 10 to 13 percent in

normal commercial use. And because gallium arsenide can oper-

ate at higher temperatures than silicon and is more resistant

to radiation damage, solar cells made of it may provide power

for future space missions. "We are talking about a major

contribution to the energy needs of this country," says MlT's

Gatos.
2B (See Appendix A for a discussion of how a solar cell

really works.)

Home Satellite Antennas

A close-to-home example of what gallium arsenide

microcircuits could help bring to fruition is direct satellite

to home broadcasting, which could include cable television-like

services, such as videotext. Communications satellites now

transmit at frequencies in the neighborhood of 4 gigahertz

(GHz) (C-band) , and home receivers for their transmissions cost

from $5,000 to $25,000. Direct broadcasting satellites would

use higher power transmitters and would send 12 GHz signals (K-

--band). The greater power and higher frequency would allow the

use of much smaller receiving antennas (dishes), and these

28
Ibid.
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consequently could be much less expensive. For example, one of

eight companies in the United States has already received

approval from the Federal Communications Commission to offer

direct broadcasting to homes. Comsat’s Satellite Television

Corporation, has proposed a service for which customers would

have to pay only SIOO for purchase and installation of an

antenna three-quarters of a meter in diameter.

Already, the Toshiba Corporation in Japan has an-

nounced that it has a prototype receiving antenna that is 1

meter in diameter, weighs 10 kilograms, and will cost a little

over $5OO once high-volume production begins. The amplifiers

in the electronic circuits that select the channel and carry

the signal toward the demodulation stage are gallium arsenide

integrated circuits. u

Many observers expect that direct satellite broad-

casting systems will provide the first large commercial market

for gallium arsenide integrated circuits. At the New Orleans

conference, Kenneth Sieger of the Naval Research Laboratory

suggested as a conservative estimate that 10 million to 100

million gallium arsenide chips costing about $lO each would be

the U.S. requirement for this application. It is widely be-

"? Q
Arthur L., "Gallium Arsenide Readied For

High-Speed Microcircuits," Electronics, January 21, 1983, p.
275

.

30 Ibid.
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lieved, however, that Japan and Western Europe, where the

research on this material is less military oriented, will be

the early leaders in exploiting gallium arsenide for civilian

satellite (See figure 3 for a summary of

Gallium Arsenide applications and its advantages in those ap-

plications.)

GALLIUM ARSENIDE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES

Problems

Even with all gallium arsenide's advantages and all

the announcements, GaAs integrated circuits are only now coming

on the market -- and slowly at that. The use of GaAs for

large-scale IC production is beset with technical difficulties

that are only now being surmounted.

To start with, pure GaAs crystals the type needed

for IC fabrication -- are more difficult to grow than their

silicon counterparts. Only one element needs to be controlled

to produce silicon crystals, whereas with GaAs, two materials

must behave properly. One of those materials arsenic is

toxic and volatile at the high temperatures needed to grow

crystals.^2

Ibid.

? 9
J Johnsen, Gregory, p. 46
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Figure 3

GALLIUM ARSENIDE APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES

GALLIUM ARSENIDE'S FIVE BASIC ADVANTAGES

A semi-insulating, not semi-conducting, material.

This allows circuits to be placed closer together without

special insulating wells or chemical layers. (Distances be-

tween transistors will soon reach the submicron level.)

Higher electron mobility allows operating speeds that

are 4 to 10 times faster than silicon. (This translates in

technical terms to GaAs having a much higher "operating fre-

quency" than silicon.)

Lower voltages to move electrons are required so less
heat is generated and therefore cooling problems are greatly
reduced. Some chips require four times less voltage than their

silicon counterparts.

Gallium arsenide's higher range of operating tempera-
tures further reduces cooling problems.

Gallium arsenide resists radiation much better than
silicon and is ideally suited for use in space.

GALLIUM ARSENIDE APPLICATIONS

Integrated Circuit Computer Chips

In the supercomputer chase, GaAs circuits will become

vital since they operate four to ten times faster than their

average silicon counterpart.

Satellites and Military Computers

Because of GaAs wider operating temperature range and
better radiation resistance, it is ideal for military equipment
computers and for applications on space satellites.
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Fiber Optic Lasers

GaAs lasers are among the most efficient created, and

with the development of a single-chip laser transmitter and a

single-chip receiver, transmission speeds possible will leap.
(Silicon cannot even compete in this application, since it

cannot be used to emit laser light.)

Solar Cells

GaAs offers a much higher operating efficiency (22%
in some tests, almost double silicon's efforts) as well as a

wider operating temperature range and better radiation-resis-

tance. These qualities make it especially attractive for use

in solar cells on a satellite or on the planned space station.

Home Satellite Antennas

Because of GaAs's higher operating frequencies and
lower power requirements, it can be used to receive and trans-

mit signals, received directly from a satellite, without the

huge "dishes" needed today. In fact, a home antenna using GaAs

circuitry would only have to be about a meter square to achieve
the same reception as today's huge dishes do.

Source: Robinson, Phillip, "Gallium Arsenide Chips," BYTE,
November 1984, p. 211-227.
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Arsenic tends to bubble out of the high-temper ature

melt from which crystals are pulled. To prevent this, the

crystals must be grown in an enclosure with an abundance of

arsene gas. In early work, the material was grown in long

silicon dioxide "boats" placed in sealed tubes to contain this

33
arsenic.

J

GaAs crystals grown by this technique, called the

horizontal Bridgman method, are typically D-shaped, small, and

inconvenient for wafer processing. Worse, these crystals are

often contaminated with silicon from the boat. They must be

counterdoped with chromium, which (with oxygen) neutralizes the

silicon's electrical properties to yield semi-insulating mater-

ial .34

Unfortunately, during subsequent wafer processing,

the chromium atoms can both cancel intended device doping and

redistribute themselves, causing unpredictable device behavior.

The headaches of chromium redistribution can sometimes be

avoided by growing epitaxial buffer films on the top of each

wafer (these films follow the crystal structure of the sub-

strate), or by limiting processing to select wafers from the

heart of the ingot. Neither alternative, however, is conducive

to low-cost, high-volume chip producti on.
3s

33 Ibid., p. 47

34ibid.

35
Ibid.
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New Techniques

The disadvantages of the horizontal Bridgman method

are being overcome by adapting the ingot-growth technique used

to pull silicon wafers. In this method, called the Czochralski

technique, a seed crystal is dipped into the melt, then slowly

turned and pulled into a uniform cylindrical ingot.

Two pressurized crystal-pulling techniques are now

being tried for gallium arsenide wafer production: high pres-

sure, liquid-encapsulated Czochralski, or LEC, and an older,

low-pressure method. The high-pressure method uses a floating

layer of boric oxide to contain the arsenic (particularly

during element reactions), whereas the low-pressure approach

starts off with semi-crystalline GaAs material created either

through a previous reaction or through a lower-temperature

reaction of arsenic vapor with a gallium melt.

Czochralski-grown GaAs materials contain many more

defects than Bridgman crystals, but their cylindrical shape is

more compatible with wafer-processing equipment. Czochralski

wafers also allow direct device fabrication without the need

for a buffer layer, dramatically reducing the cost of the

starting material. Recent laboratory progress promises better

crystal quality soon. Early this year, Toshiba researchers

36 Ibid., p. 48.
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pulled an LEC crystal with a density of dislocations (imperfec-

tions in the crystal lattice) about a tenth that of other GaAs

wafers about equal to that of commercial silicon. They did

it by controlling the horizontal temperature distribution in

the melt 20 times more accurately than is common with other

current methods. Meanwhile, researchers at Philip's Labora-

toires d'Electronique et de Physique Applique near Paris report

that they have produced crystals with dislocation densities ten

times better than Toshiba's. The French have taken a different

approach. They dope the crystals with impurities from the same

columns of the periodic table as gallium and arsenic during

fabrication. '

The primary difficulty in surmounting these manufac-

turing barriers lies in the fact that the growth techniques

involve phase transformations from liquid to solid state and

therefore involve density and temperature gradients. These

gradients are the source of several different complex flow

processes, which cause spatial and temporal fluctuations in the

growth of the crystal. Particularly significant are gravity-

driven convection currents, which create disturbances that are

most troublesome at the crystal growth interface. There has

been only limited success in suppressing gravity-driven

currents. MIT developed a system in which a strong magnetic

37
Ibid.
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field is applied across the molten material, which slows the

• ”3 Q
convective flow.

Semi-insulating material has not been produced with

this method though. It has reduced oscillations and composi-

tional supercooling, but cannot be scaled up in gravity without

causing convection. In space, where gravity is virtually eli-

minated, there is promise that bulk quantities of epitaxial

quality crystals can be successfully grown.

The electroepitaxial method of crystal growth uses an

electric current passed through the molten solution and the

seed to force migration of the atoms from the solute to the

liquid-solid interface where growth occurs in epitaxial layers.

Super saturation takes place in the immediate vicinity of the

interface and growth is controlled by the rate of transfer of

the solute under the electrical field to the interface.^9

Space-grown semiconductors will find their place in

the upper end of the gallium arsenide integrated circuit

market. They will be used in sophisticated and costly devices

where the demand for utmost performance, reliability and dura-

bility will justify the greater cost necessitated by space

production.

o o
J Kolcum, Edward H., "Company Plans to. Manufacture

Crystals in Space," Aviation Week and Space Technology, June

25, 1984, p. 101.

3 9ibid.
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As the cost of space transportation can be brought

down over the coming years, the market price of space-produced

materials will be lowered and the market will broaden. New

space vehicles, free-flying platforms and a space station are

expected to contribute significantly to reduced space proces-

sing costs. These will enable growth furnaces to be left in

space for continuous operation and to be serviced as required

by the space shuttle.
4 ®

As mentioned previously, in space, the growth process

to be used is electroepitaxy, in which material is deposited

layer upon layer on a crystal seed. The process was developed

by Harry C. Gatos of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

which holds the patent. Essentially, the use of microgravity

enables higher growth rates by avoiding convective stirring

from heating of the melt as the electrical current passes

through.
4 -*-

This method is particularly attractive for processing

in space such materials as gallium arsenide and indium phos-

phide. A big advantage is that crystals can be grown by this

process well below the melting point of the compound. In the

case of gallium arsenide, crystals have been grown electroepi-

taxially at temperatures ranging from 800 to 950 degrees Cel-

40
Ibid.

41
Ibid., p. 100.
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cius. The lower temperature allows operation below the compo-

sitional instability region and reduces dissolved impurities.

The problem of arsenic vapor is essentially eliminated.42

Further, the electrical current can control growth

rate and doping concentration. Commercial growth rates can be

made from furnaces smaller and lighter than those used for

other bulk production processes. The electroepitaxial process

in space will permit controlled growth of compound crystals

composed of three or four different elements.42

Crystal quality improvements made possible by space

processing should be viewed in the light that semiconductor

single crystals constitute the basic framework of solid state

electronics. The rate for improvements in semiconductor-based

systems depends mainly on the chemical and structural quality

of these crystals, since they have been responsible for

advances in semiconductor speed, power and sensitivity.

Crystal growth experiments already done in space have

shown the improvements that can be achieved in microgravity.

Laboratory experiments on Earth enable a better evaluation of

quality enhancements attainable in space versus crystal growth

limitations on Earth. In all practicality, the potential for

space-grown materials is endless.

42
Ibid.

42 Ibid.
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Nonetheless, good GaAs wafers are still relatively

expensive and hard to get. According to Gigabit Logic, only

three of the dozens of GaAs suppliers are currently shipping 3-

inch wafers (though many others have announced intentions to do

so). The 3-inch wafers now sell for about $250 each, but costs

of $l5O per wafer are projected. In contrast, silicon wafers

are up to twice the diameter (four times the area) and far less

expensive. Silicon wafer suppliers are now gearing up to

produce 6-inch wafers that will cost less than $3O each. 44

Since chips are batch-processed wafer by wafer, the

bigger the wafer the more chips per wafer and, in general, the

lower the cost per chip. This means that GaAs circuits cost

considerably more than commodity silicon ICs, such as watch

chips, dynamic RAMs, and the like. With current technology and

processes, GaAs circuits are now cost-effective only for the

most speed-critical applications.

But in those applications, they may more than pay for

themselves, according to Richard Eden, Gigabit’s vice president

for research and development. Eden claims that wafer costs

contribute only 15 to 30 cents per die to the cost of very high

performance circuits. GaAs circuits now being introduced, he

says, will be competitive with state-of-the-art high-perfor-

mance silicon on the basis of cost versus speed. "And in the

44
Johnsen, Gregory, p. 48
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long range," he says, "we hope to match high-performance sili-

con on an absolute-cost basis. 4^

Another example of GaAs price/performance ratio

follows. Bruce Hoffman, Harris Microwave Semiconductor's

manager of product marketing, admits that GaAs is "not cheap."

In fact, the shift register and the binary counter now cost

$393 apiece in quantities of 100. ECL chips, which are gallium

arsenide's major competition, cost far less. For instance, an

off-the-shelf ECL binary counter costs approximately $6 in the

same quantities (100 pieces) as the Harris GaAs HMD-11016-1

binary counter. But it muddles along at a mere 150 MHz, or an

even slower 105 MHz when the temperature reaches +B5 degrees

Celcius. Harris's GaAs binary counter cruises at 2.0 GHz. So

although the Harris binary counter costs more than 60 times as

much as an ECL binary counter, it runs more than 13 times

faster. While the price is sure to come down for GaAs, the

chip is even now worth the price if speed is critical and

4
beyond the capability of ECL. (See Figure 4 for a summary of

gallium arsenide manufacturing problems and techniques being

used to solve those problems.)

45
Ibid.

p. 220
.
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Figure 4

GALLIUM ARSENIDE MANUFACTURING

PROBLEMS OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE MANUFACTURING

Arsenic tends to bubble out of the high-temperature
melt from which crystals are pulled.

Since two materials are involved in the manufacturing
process, gravity-driven convection currents cause unbalanced

concentrations of the materials to occur. (The unbalanced

concentrations are known as dislocations.) Integrated circuit

and solar cell makers must have pure GaAs ingots, ingots with

no dislocations, for their production processes.

Because of the above problems, the yield of pure,

usable GaAs ingots has been very low and prices have remained

high.

SOLUTIONS TO GALLIUM ARSENIDE MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS

Horizontal Bridgman Technique

The material is grown in long, silicon dioxide

"boats" which are sealed in tubes containing arsene gas. (The
arsene gas keeps the arsenic from bubbling out of the melt.)

These crystals are typically D-shaped;, small and

inconvenient for wafer processing.

Further, these crystals often wind up being contami-

nated with silicon from the boats in which they were grown.

While solving the arsenic "bubble out" problem and

some convection problems, the crystal shape and the silicon

contamination problem produced by this technique makes it very

inefficient, especially for low-cost, high-volume wafer produc-
tion.

Czochralski Technique

A seed crystal is dipped into a GaAs melt and is then

slowly turned and pulled into a uniform cylindrical ingot.
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To keep the arsenic from bubbling out of the melt, a

floating layer of boric oxide is used as a type of "lid" on the

mel t.

Czochra Iski-grown ingots contain many more defects

than Bridgman crystals, but their cylindrical shape is much

more compatible with wafer-processing equipment.

Recently, Toshiba pulled a crystal with a density of

dislocations about a tenth that of other GaAs wafers. They did

it by controlling the temperature gradients in the melt 20

times more accurately than ever before, which consequently
greatly reduced convection currents. This crystal had a den-

sity of dislocations about equal to that of commercial silicon.

Even further perfection was achieved at Philip's
Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Applique near Paris.

They report the production of a crystal with dislocation densi-

ties ten times better than even Toshiba's.

Electroepitaxial Method in Space

This method uses an electric current passed through a

molten solution of Ga As and a seed crystal to force migration
of the atoms from the solute to the liquid-solid interface

where growth occurs in epitaxial layers.

In space, the use of microgravity enables higher
growth rates by avoiding convective stirring from heating of

the melt as the electrical current passes through.

Also, in space, crystals can be grown by this process
well below the melting point of the compound. The lower tem-

perature allows operation below the compositional instability
region, and consequently, the problem of arsenic vapor is

essentially eliminated.

Tests for this process using the space shuttle are

now being planned. Because of the purity and size of crystals
possible with this method and the lack of convective stirring
in space, the potential of this manufacturing technique seems

endless.

Source: Johnsen, Gregory. "Gallium Arsenide Chips Emerge
from the Lab," High Technology, July 1984, p. 44-51.
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SAFETY CONCERNS

The tag "arsenide" in GaAs worries quite a few people

who know that arsenic is dangerous. It is important to remem-

ber that once GaAs chips are packaged, they are no more danger-

ous than any other chips.

However, processing GaAs wafers forming the cir-

cuits on them involves toxic gases, solvents, high tempera-

tures and voltages, radio-frequency fields, acids, and just

about every dangerous condition found in the field of materials

science. But, those same conditions are found in the proces-

sing of silicon wafers. While the semiconductor industry may

be comparatively "clean" when seen from the outside, it can be

anything but clean for those who work on the processing line.

Companies need to carefully isolate workers from fumes,

splashes, and particulates. At this stage, GaAs and silicon

work pose the same fundamental dangers. (In fact, silicon

processing sometimes involves arsine gases.)
47

In the first step of making a GaAs chip -- growing,

cutting, and polishing the GaAs wafer solid arsenic, called

the charge, is used. This stage of chip preparation is the

most dangerous.

47 Ibid
. , p. 218.
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The people at Harris Microwave Semiconductor, one of

the companies that grows its own crystals, take efforts to keep

things as safe as possible. Their position, as they explained

it, is that the need for safety applies mainly to the growing

and processing of the crystals. Once the gallium and arsenic

are locked into a crystal, processed and sealed in a hermetic

package, they are completely nontoxic. But in the growing

process, keeping in mind that arsenic is a carcinogen, the

people making the charges must be protected. Proper clothing

and a clean processing environment help insulate workers from

the materials. In addition, the arsenic is stored in jars in

inert gas. Test of both the area and the workers' blood help

monitor toxic elements. According to Harris, no dangerous

4
levels have been detected. °

COMPANIES INVOLVED -- PROGRESS AND PLANS

The quest for faster computers has opened the door to

a potentially huge new market in the crowded semiconductor

field. Gallium arsenide as been touted for years as a semicon-

ductor material that could elbow aside silicon and open major

new applications in data processing and telecommunications.

Now its day is apparently arriving as companies jockey for the

leading position in a market that could grow from peanuts now

48 Ibid.
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to $5.6 billion by 1992, according to Strategic, Inc., a market

■• A Q
research firm in San Jose, California. 7

But there are plenty of obstacles for companies

trying to enter the field. Start-up companies face high re-

search and development costs to overcome the difficulties in-

volved in making gallium arsenide chips. "There's more art

than science in it now," says Fred Blum, chairman and president

of Gigabit Logic, a three-year-old Newbury Park, California

company. "It tends to discourage those not already steeped in

semiconductor technology."^®

Meanwhile, several large electronics companies

including Tektronix, Rockwell International, and Hewlett

Packard have been making gallium arsenide circuits for their

own use for some time. That head start could prove important

if they decide to begin marketing the chips. Last winter,

Harris Microwave Semiconductor Inc., a subsidiary of Harris

Corp., introduced the first commercially digital integrated

circuits based on gallium arsenide And of

course, there is also the ever present threat that the Japanese

may enter the fray, too.

Stephen, "Gallium Valley," Inc., June

1984, p. 33.

50 Ibid.

51 lb id.
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Right now, high-quality gallium arsenide chips are

difficult to make and the yield of usable chips is still very

low. As a result, they cost three to ten times as much as

their silicon counterparts. Memory chips will start at only

IKb (1,000 bits) followed by 4Kb densities. Until prices fall,

gallium arsenide may be limited to applications in which its

speed and other unique characteristics are critical.

Nevertheless, several small companies like Gigabit

are taking aim at this market. Blum worked on gallium arsenide

circuits when he was vice-president of Rockwell International

Corp.'s microelectronics center, then left in 1981 to start

Gigabit, which got an investment from Analog Devices, Inc.

Gigabit plans to introduce about a dozen products

this summer and four or five more by the end of the year,

including logic and memory chips for computers. Blum sees this

as his largest market, accounting for more than half of the

company's sales within a few years. Potential customers are

computer makers who specialize in ultrafast mainframes for

widening applications in business, defense, scientific re-

search, robotics, and artificial intelligence. Cray Research,

Inc., for example, will use gallium arsenide chips for its Cray

3 supercomputer, planned for release in 1987. "Nobody has a
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computer made from gallium arsenide now," says Peter Gregory, a

vice-president at Cray. "It's an ambitious step."

Microwave Monolithics, Inc., a two-year-old company

founded by another Rockwell alumnus, Daniel Ch'en, is preparing

gallium arsenide circuits for an entirely different market:

microwave broadcasting. Gallium arsenide devices are largely

used in some military hardware, but Ch'en will also target a

potentially huge consumer market: receivers for satellite-

television broadcasting to the home. In the United States

alone, according to one estimate, demand for these receivers by

1990 could surpass a million units a year.
22

Microgravity Research Associates, Inc., founded in

1979, is aiming at the most specialized market niche of all.

MRA is developing the technology to produce gallium arsenide

wafers for semiconductor companies such as Gigabit Logic to

turn into chips. But, these are not just any wafers. MRA

plans to grow extremely pure gallium arsenide crystals aboard

the space shuttle, escaping the gravity-induced problems that

can make earth-bound manufacturing so difficult.^

52
Ibid., p. 35.

c o
JJ "Gallium Arsenide: Emerging Products," Aviation

Week and Space Technology, April 16, 1984, p. 183.

54
Ibid., p. 185.
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The first small-scale test may be aboard the space

shuttle by mid-1986, with commercial production starting in

198 9
.

But MR A has only enough capital, raised through a

limited partnership, to see it through a few test flights.

Says Richard Randolph, president of MRA and a retired Air Force

colonel: "It's difficult to raise that money, because of the

high level of risk and the long time the money will be at

risk."
55

In summary, nearly 45 U.S. companies are known to be

working in the field of gallium arsenide digital microcircuits

either for application to their own systems, as potential

merchant suppliers, or both. The list, in alphabeticial order,

includes:

- AT & T - Cray Research

- General Electric - GT & E

- Gigabit Logic - Harris

- Hewlett-Packard - Honeywell

- Hughes Aircraft - IBM

- ITT - Loral

- MA/COM - Motorola

- McDonnell Douglas - Raytheon

- Rockwell - Sperry

- Tektronix - Texas Instruments

- TRW - Westinghouse

55
Ibid.
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Still other companies, now working in the gallium

arsenide field for microwave devices or microwave integrated

circuits, may expand into the digital microcircuit field.

These include companies such as Avantek, Monolithic Microwave,

and Varian Associates.

Further, five Japanese companies are known to be

active in the field: Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, NTT, and Toshiba.

In Western Europe, Britain's Plessey, France's Thomson-CSF,

Holland's Philips and West Germany's Siemens are active. (See

Figure 5 for a summary of company and product plans and pro-

gress.)

MARKET SIZE POTENTIAL

Despite growing projections for the growth of gallium

arsenide integrated circuits, these high-speed/low-power con-

suming chips will not significantly affect the market for

silicon devices until well into the next century. By 1992,

annual GaAs sales may amount to only $5.6 billion, in contrast

to a projected $79 billion for silicon sales, according to

Strategic Inc. (Palo Alto, California), a market research

f irm.^

c c

"Gallium Arsenide Vendors Look to the Future," High
Technology, July 1984, p. 52.
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Figure 5

COMPANY AND PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

ESTABLISHED FIRMS IN THE U.S.

Cray has announced that its Cray-3 supercomputer will

use GaAs chips in its CPU and Cray will even begin to manufac-

ture its own GaAs chips to lessen its dependence on outside

supplier s.

Raytheon is developing for the DOD, Department of

Defense, a GaAs-based computer which will be placed on-board

spy satellites to sift through the mountains of information

which are compiled and then relay only the relevant information

to Earth.

Honeywell and Rockwell are working on GaAs 64K-bit

RAM (random access memory) chips that will have access times of

10 to 15 nanoseconds.

Rockwell is developing a GaAs IK-bit SRAM (static
random access memory) chip that has a 6 nanosecond access time

at only 100 milliwatts of power. With higher power, the chip
yields access times approaching 1 nanosecond.

Rockwell has developed a monolithic (single-chip)
laser transmitter which can now operate at frequencies up to 1

GHz (gigahertz).

Comsat's Satellite Television Corporation has pro-
posed a service for which customers would have to pay only $lOO
for purchase and installation of an antenna to receive direct

satellite broadcasts. The antenna would only be three-quarters
of a meter in diameter and would use GaAs circuitry.

ESTABLISHED FIRMS IN EUROPE

In Western Europe, Britain's Plessey, France's

Thomson-CSF, Holland's Philips, and West Germany's Siemens are

active in GaAs research.
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ESTABLISHED FIRMS IN JAPAN

NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, NTT, Toshiba, and Mitsubishi

are all making GaAs chips for the Japanese Ministry of Interna-

tional Trade and Industry supercomputer project.

Fujitsu will use GaAs in its own future supercompu-

ter
.

Fujitsu has developed two experimental GaAs HEMTs

(high electron mobility transistors), a IK-bit SRAM and a 4K-

bit SRAM chip.

Toshiba Corp. in Japan has announced that it has a

prototype satellite-to-home receiving antenna that is 1 meter

in diameter, weighs 10 kilograms and will cost a little over

$5OO once high-volume production begins.

START-UP FIRMS

Gigaßit Logic, a Rockwell spin-off, now offers a

series of 12 GaAs chips, including a IK-bit and a 4K-bit SRAM,
and an evaluation board to simplify the task of designing with
the chips.

Microwave Monolithics Inc., a two-year old company
founded by Daniel Ch'en, another Rockwell alumnus, is preparing
GaAs circuits for receivers for satellite-to-home television

broadcasting. One estimate states that demand for these recei-

vers could reach 1 million units per year by 1990 in the U.S.

alone.

Microgravity Research Associates, Inc., founded in

1979, is developing the technology to grow pure, GaAs ingots in

space in order to escape the gravity-induced problems of con-

vection currents.

Sources: Solomon, Stephen. "Gallium Arsenide: The Right
Stuff." Science Digest, November 1982, p. 55-57.

"Gallium Arsenide: Emerging Products." Aviation
Week and Space Technology, April 16, 1984, p. 179-
188

.
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At a time when silicon suppliers are lowering prices

while increasing the versatility of their products, GaAs chips

-- selling for three to five times the price of their fastest

silicon equivalents -- are limited primarily to applications in

which power and speed requirements warrant the added cost.

Last year, more than 70 percent of those applications were in

the military; within eight years, however, commercial applica-

tions could account for as much as 79 percent of sales,

according to Strategic. B7

The GaAs market in 1983 was valued at approximately

$4B million. Analog chips (amplifiers, modulators, multi-

plexers, and converters) accounted for 75 percent; digital

chips (memory, registers, CPUs, gate arrays, and random logic

ICs) had a 14 percent share; and optoelectric chips (line

drivers, repeaters, and receivers) captured the remainder. By

1992, reports Strategic, digital sales will account for 47

percent of the projected gallium arsenide market; analog, 28

percent; and optoelectric, 25 percent.
BB

Although commercial applications are expected to spur

growth at a fast-clipped 56 percent annual rate between 1987

and 1992
, most of the more than 40 domestic GaAs IC suppliers

are now targeting their products either for the defense market

57
Ibid.

58 lb id.
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segment or for in-house research applications. Exceptions

include Harris Microwave Semiconductor (Milpitas, California)

and Gigabit Logic (Newbury Park, California). Earlier this

year, both companies announced the first of what they say will

be families of digital GaAs ICs intended for use in telecom-

munications, test instrumentation, and computing.

Communications and instrumentation applications are

expected to provide the biggest revenues in the commercial

sector over the next several years. Strategic predicts that

chips designed for fiber optic and satellite communications

systems will earn suppliers $lO million in revenues this year,

$B2 million in 1987 ,
and more than $1 billion in 1992. Chips

used in high-frequency instruments (semiconductor test equip-

ment or seismic signal processors) could earn revenues of $8

million in 1985, $B6 million in 1987, and $l.l billion in

1992.
60

Consumer and computer applications are also expected

to drive commercial sales. Chips designed for devices such as

televisions that receive broadcast signals directly from satel-

lites are projected to reach $4 million this year, $63 million

in 1987, and $756 million in 1992. Chips used in supercom-

puters and voice recognition systems could generate $6 million

59
Ibid.
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worth of revenues in 1985
, $56 million in 1987 ,

and $865

million in 1992.^

Without more involvement in the commercial GaAs

sector, U.S. companies stand to lose valuable market shares to

Japanese suppliers, contends Yves Blanchard, vice president of

Strategic's semiconductor group. These include Fujitsu, Nippon

Electric, Sony, and Sanyo. "Firms concentrating on the mer-

chant market are already moving down the learning curve and

cutting prices through economies of large-scale production,"

notes Blanchard. "Down the road, U.S. GaAs IC suppliers may

find themselves competing at a severe cost disadvantage.'^2

But some analysts assert that U.S. suppliers can

concentrate on military applications now without hurting their

future chances for success. "GaAs is just too expensive to

justify using today in applications in which silicon can do the

job," notes Doug Sparks, vice president of international mar-

keting for Gnostic Concepts (Menlo Park, California). He adds,

however, that suppliers can still go through the learning curve

by meeting military demands for high-speed circuits in communi-

cation and weaponry systems. Among the larger companies whose

GaAs involvement centers on defense are Raytheon, TRW, Hughes,

Rockwell, Lockheed, and McDonnell Douglas. 62

61 Ibid.

62 jbid.

63
Ibid.
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Unfortunately, all market estimates including the

general estimate that many people working in GaAs will quote --

that the market will be $5.6 billion in 1992 -- are from a

study that has become dated. No one is really sure where the

market will be.

A study by Mackintosh International, a technology

consulting company in London directed by Tony Pyne, indicated

that two percent was a more realistic figure for the portion of

the IC market that GaAs will capture. This means a market one-

third smaller than Strategic expects (at least on the basis of

the first Strategic report). There are several reasons the

GaAs market may not take off. For one thing, it is a high-

capital start-up business terribly short of experienced people.

One major reason Mackintosh sees a smaller market for GaAs is

that it is hard to get a high processing yield using the GaAs

material. According to Pyne, the processing problems "are so

severe that yields can be a fraction of one percent, requiring

the processing of many wafers to obtain one good die site." So

with high yields and complex new VLSI architectures, silicon

technology is presenting a moving target to GaAs

(See Figure 6 for a summary of market growth potential.)

64
Ibid.
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Figure 6

INDUSTRY REVENUE PROJECTIONS

TOTAL MARKET

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

$ 48M $ 82M $l3 9M $236M S4O2M S6B3M

1989 1990 1991 1992

$1,161M $ 1,974 M $3, 355 M $5,600M

1983 MARKET

Analog Chips 75% S36M
Digital Chips 14% $ 7M

Optoelectric Chips 11% $ 5M

1992 MARKET

Analog Chips 47% $2.68
Digital Chips 28% $1.68
Optoelectric Chips 25% $1.48

SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS 1985 1987 1988

Fiber optic and satellite

communication chips SIOM SB2M SI.OB
High-frequency instru-

ment chips $ 8M SB6M $l. IB

Home satellite antenna

chips $ 4M S63M $756M

Supercomputer chips $ 6M SS6M SB6SM

Source: Adapted from a study by Strategic Inc. (a Palo Alto

market research firm) as reported in an article,
"Gallium Arsenide Vendors Look to the Future," High
Technology, July 1984, p. 52.
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FINAL NOTE

Don't expect to see GaAs chips in your microcomputer

for quite awhile. They will first turn up in advanced telecom-

munications systems, supercomputers, and on-board aerospace

processor s.

GaAs won't be the final winner of the high-speed

race. Many other materials are waiting out there. Some are

just wild shots in the dark. But there is at least one

material that has even greater mobility than GaAs and could

surpass it for all the same reasons GaAs surpasses silicon.

Indium phosphide is another 111-V compound semiconductor that

is still found only in labs. It is harder to process than

GaAs, but it is already the material of choice for some very

special applications such as millimeter-wave devices. GaAs

holds everyone's attention now; but remember, just four years

ago, Josephson Junctions were the odds-on favorites over GaAs

and GaAs was in second place.



CHAPTER TWO

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

PORTER ANALYSIS

To analyze this industry, Porter's five-part method

will be used. With this method, buyers, suppliers, entry/exit

barriers, substitutes, and inter-company rivalry will be exa-

mined from the point of view of a small, independent GaAs

device manufacturer. Effects on that manufacturer will be

determined and strategies to compete in this industry out-

lined. The interactions studied by this analysis will illus-

trated in Figure 7.

Definition of Terms

Buyers: those firms who purchase or use GaAs compo-

nent devices (i.e., chips, solar cells, etc.)

Suppliers: those firms who produce and sell raw

ingots

Rivalry: competition between component device makers

Substitutes: silicon devices, chips, solar cells,

etc.

6 S
Porter, Michael E., Competitive Advantage, (New

York: The Free Press, 198 5), p. 1-26.

50



Figure 7
Interactions Studied by the Porter Analysis

Source : Porter, Michael E. Competitive Advantage. The
Free Press: New York, 1985, p. 6

51
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Entry/Exit Barriers: high start-up costs, technolo-

gical patents, etc.

Suppliers

Facts

Gallium arsenide is still a very young and in-

exact technology.

Users of raw gallium arsenide need pure, cylin-

drical ingots for their production facilities.

Suppliers of raw gallium arsenide are struggling

to meet user's needs.

Today's production methods are very imprecise

and the yield of pure, usable GaAs ingots is

very low.

Also, GaAs ingots can only be grown 3 inches in

diameter with today's processes as compared to

silicon ingots which can be grown 6 inches in

diameter. (Silicon has four times the usable

raw material per ingot grown.)

This combination of smaller ingots and low pro-

duction yield has kept raw GaAs prices very

high.

Some producers feel prices will fall signifi-

cantly in the early 1990's once space station

production of ingots begins. In space, large
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and almost absolutely pure ingots can be grown

since gravity and convection problems will be

eliminated. The suppliers feel that the greater

volume of usable ingots produced will greatly

outweigh the added costs of shuttle transpor-

tation to the space station.

With these facts in hand, supplier's power on the

industry seems very high. Until raw material costs are

lowered, GaAs will simply remain a promising material with

specialty applications instead of becoming a mainstream sub-

stance like silicon.

Buyers

Facts

Much of the GaAs device market is captive. Cap-

tive indicates that GaAs end-product makers

(computer manufacturers, solar cell makers,

etc.) are producing their own devices (chips,

individual solar cells, etc.) in-house instead

of purchasing them from independent device

makers.

Those end-product makers that are not manufac-

turing component devices in-house are purchasing

GaAs devices for specialized or dedicated tasks.

Those tasks include arithmetic and logic func-
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tions, computer clock manipulation, microwave

decoding, binary counters and cache memories.

(The cache memories are being served by IK and

4 K SRAM [static random access memory] chips

which are up to 10 times faster than silicon

chips.)

Fiber optic lasers on GaAs devices are not yet

on the market. When they do arrive, they will

become a generic, commodity device which every

telecommunication firm will want.

GaAs solar cells will be another generic, commo-

dity device when they become widely commercially

available in the next year.

For general uses, silicon, since it is so much

cheaper, is still highly preferable to GaAs.

Buyers' power at this time is high, since the variety

of GaAs devices is so limited, and since GaAs's cost effective-

ness against silicon is still being proven. In the future, as

prices for GaAs devices begin to fall, however, buyers' power

will change dramatically. Predictions of these power changes

and reasons for the changes are shown in Figure 8. These

changes should occur by 1988.
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Figure 8

BUYER'S POWER IN 1988

SOLAR CELLS

Buyer's Power: LOW

Reason: Because of GaAs's superior per-
formance to and compatibility with silicon, buyers
will simply demand the better product.

FIBER OPTIC LASERS

Buyer's Power: LOW

Reason: The single-chip fiber optic laser will sim-

ply revolutionize the fiber optic industry and all

telecommunications firms will have to have it to

compete.

MICROWAVE DECODERS FOR HOME ANTENNAS

Buyer's Power: LOW

Reason: While the makers of these small, affordable
home satellite antennas will have to use the GaAs

decoders to even create a workable product, there

is another buyer to consider, the television

watcher. This market will actually be determined

solely by the TV watcher, and he will decide if
home antennas are worth the investment. The power
of the television watcher over this product drives

antenna makers', our buyers', power very low.

COMPUTER CHIPS

Buyer's Power: MEDIUM HIGH

Reason: Because of cost and continued processing
difficulties, GaAs chips will remain mainly spe-

cialty items and difficulties, many substitutes

will exist. These substitutes are not going to die
out overnight and new substitutes are always being
found. Prices will have to fall dramatically
before buyers lose any significant amount of power
in this area.
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Entry/Exit Barriers

Entry barriers are very high in this industry. Re-

search and development costs for any GaAs device are extremely

high. Further, a firm must also find and keep the technical

expertise needed to drive its research and development efforts.

These two requirements combine to force firms to not only be

competent researchers, but also find sufficient funds to sup-

port efforts which may show no return for several years.

These entry barriers are exactly what also make the

exit barriers so high. Once the capital outlay for a firm of

this type has been made, backers are usually unwilling to pull

out at the first sign of trouble. The classic struggle then

begins of whether to continue to fund this type of venture or

to simply pull out and avoid any further losses. The hope of

some return on their investment some day usually keeps backers

pouring in capital, though.

Substitutes

Simply put, substitutes abound for this industry.

Silicon is the mainstream material used today and because of

its price and wide-spread applicability, its dominance will

continue for many years. Silicon chips are available for every

use conceivable, and while GaAs chips can outperform silicon,

industry experts have not yet seen fit to switch to the

"superior" material.
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On the other hand, new substitutes are always being

found, too. More and more exotic and faster materials are

being found and there is no guarantee that one of these may not

be the next silicon or mainstream material instead of GaAs.

Rivalry

Rivalry is intense, but not because of present pri-

cing. The intensity is fueled by the race to develop techno-

logy which will make GaAs devices as easy to produce as sili-

con. The companies that achieve this technology first will

lead the GaAs industry. Over 45 U.S. companies are involved in

GaAs research and the larger companies include AT&T, General

Electric, GT&E, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Motorola, and Texas In-

struments. Smaller companies include Cray Research, Gigabit

Logic, Monolithic Microwave, and Microgravity Research Asso-

ciates. Seven Japanese companies are known to be active and

they include Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba, Nippon Electric,

Sony and Sanyo. In Western Europe, Britain's Plessey, France's

Thomson-CSF, Holland's Philips, and West Germany's Siemens are

active.

A variety of companies have joined the GaAs fray, yet

none, save the Japanese, have a reach technology advantage.

(The Japanese, many analysts feel, are much further in their

research than their products would indicate.) Gigabit Logic

has announced a product line of 12 GaAs chips, but all are for
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specialty functions and will have very limited markets. Some

captive producers of GaAs chips have begun to sell their excess

inventories, but again their markets are limited. Since the

satellite home antennas, single-chip optic lasers and the solar

cells using GaAs are either still in the lab or just now emer-

ging onto the market, no industry leaders have been established

in these markets either.

In summary, no market leaders exist today, save the

Japanese. While large companies, like IBM, do have a great

financial advantage, small, start-up companies are holding

their own and seem to be getting new products to market

quicker. Market leadership will go to the company, whether

large or small, which finds a technology to produce widely

needed products, such as 64K or 256 K RAM chips, cheaply and

efficiently. Technology is driving this industry, and the

first to master it will control this industry. (See Figure 9

for a pictoral summary of the present interactions occurring in

the Porter industry analysis.)

FORECASTS

Industry Revenues

Forecasts of industry revenues generally agree and

the most recent predictions are shown below. The GaAs market

is expected to take off with sales hitting $5.6 billion by
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Figure 9

Porter Analysis of Present Industry Analysis

Source: Porter, Michael E. Competitive Advantage, The Free

Press: New York, 1985, p. 5.
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1992. While most sales now are government or defense-related,

the commercial market is expected to become dominant by 1987.66

Total Market

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

$ 48M $ 82M SI39M $236M S4O2M S6B3M

1989 1990 1991 1992

$ 1161 M $1974M $33 55M $5600M

1983 Market $4B million (factual)

Analog chips 75% S36M
Digital chips 14% $ 7M

Optoelectric chips 11% $ 5M

1992 Market $5.6 billion (projected)

Digital chips 47% $2.68
Analog chips 28% $1.68
Optoelectric chips 25% $1.48

Specific Predictions 1985 1987 1992

Fiber optic and satellite
communication chips SIOM SB2M SI.OB

High-frequency instru-

ment chips $ 8M SB6M SI.IB
Home satellite antenna

chips $ 4M S63M $756M
Supercomputer chips $ 6M SS6M SB6SM

Industry Structure

As with almost all hi-tech industries, the structure

of today's GaAs industry is a hodge-podge. Large companies,

66,, Gallium Arsenide Vendors Look to the Future," p.
52.
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like IBM and AT&T which are cash-rich, and small start-ups,

like Gigabit Logic and Microgravity Research Associates, which

are run on a shoe-string budget, are all heavily involved.

Once GaAs technology begins to standardize, however, a shakeout

will occur.

The large, cash-rich players will either develop

their own GaAs standardized technologies, or they will go out

and buy the technologies. The large players will buy the

technology through either a licensing agreement, a long-term

purchasing agreement or through the acquisition of a smaller

GaAs device manufacturer. Once one of these arrangements is

made, the large player is set, and business continues as usual.

The excitement begins when the small player, the

start-up company, fights for survival. Only one or two of the

start-up GaAs device makers will survive intact. The small

player may survive if he can gain a patent on a widely demanded

product, or if he can find a niche and claim it before a large

company tries to move in. The small company can survive ser-

ving this niche if it can provide specialty services that would

be just too costly for a large company to attempt.

The other small players, those who don't get a patent

or find a niche, can still survive if they find a "sugar daddy"

soon enough. As mentioned earlier, many small companies will

be bought, and consequently, a small company may want to consi-

der making itself as attractive a takeover prospect as pos-
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sible. Knowing when to seek help is a very desirable mana-

gerial trait, and one which is often overlooked. While being

folded into a large corporate structure is never easy, it is

sometimes necessary to insure stockholders' investments and to

insure that adequate capital is available for major projects.

Becoming part of a large corporation is traumatic, but it

almost always preferred to the alternative, bankruptcy.

Technology

On GaAs chips, the industry had 200 devices per

chip in 19 80. This will increase to 16,000 by

1985 and to 600,000 in 1990.

Home satellite antennas, two meters square, will

be available in early 1986 and will cost from

$lOO to $5OO.

By 1987, a supercomputer made entirely from GaAs

will be built.

By 1986, a single-chip laser transmitter will be

used in fiber-optic systems, and by 1988, a

single-chip receiver will emerge.

Gallium arsenide solar cells will be used to

power America's space station.

Once space production starts, pure, 6-inch in

diameter, GaAs ingots can be made with better

yields than silicon ingots.
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A surveillance computer, made with GaAs chips,

to be onboard spy satellites to edit information

is predicted for 1987.

CONCLUSIONS

After constructing the Porter industry analysis and

after forecasting key industry and technological trends, con-

clusions can now be drawn as to what opportunities and threats

this industry area holds.

Opportunities

The home satellite antenna market is an extreme-

ly new development and holds unimaginable sales

potential.

Fiber-optic systems are just now becoming com-

mon, and the single-chip laser transmitter and

single-chip receiver will become vital compo-

nents of this industry.

Solar cells have always been criticized as not

being cost-effective, but with the improvements

in electricity production, and consequently

cost-effectiveness, possible with GaAs, this

market could begin to expand rapidly.
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If GaAs computer chips become cost competitive

with silicon, this market will explode since

GaAs is so superior in performance to silicon.

Raw GaAs ingots are becoming easier to produce

and space production promises high yields of

large, pure ingots. When space production be-

gins in earnest, stable supplies of pure GaAs

will become available and raw material prices

should begin to fall.

Threats

Raw material production technology may never

stabilize and ingot costs may remain high.

A cheaper and even better material may emerge.

Chip production technology may never reach the

large-scale integration level that silicon has

already achieved.

Projected markets may not emerge as either con-

sumers change their preferences or costs remain

prohibitive.

Summary

Summarizing, this industry is as risky as they come.

Great market and profit potential exists, but many factors are

going to have to come together before that potential can be
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realized. Further, examining the Porter industry analysis, it

is obvious that the individual firm has little market power

available to it in today's industry structure. The firm's only

advantage is the high entry barrier imposed by the research and

development investments necessary to start in this field.

Firms are obviously openly at risk at all times on their

investment but as mentioned earlier, there is a great potential

for profits. This industry is the classic high-risk versus

high-profit scenario and firms which enter this industry are

simply going to have to remain flexible in their planning and

hope their research and development efforts prove fruitful.



CHAPTER THREE

STRATEGIC OPTIONS

KEY FACTOR

High-risk industries promise extremely high returns.

ASSUMPTIONS

The strategic plans and goals listed below are for a

small, start-up GaAs component device maker with $5 to $lO

million in original capital.

COMPANY'S FUTURE GOALS

Financial

Retain cash liquidity at all costs. The number one

cause of small business failure is cash illiquidity which is

usually caused by a poor working capital position or excessive

inventory investments. In small businesses, even minor devia-

tions from planned budgets can be disastrous and must be

managed carefully.

Use debt sparingly. Small firms should always follow

the rule of long-term debt for long-term assets and short-term

debt for short-term assets. Debt is, of course, a necessary

66
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tool, but interest payments must be carefully arranged so that

they do not add to cash liquidity problems.

Capital asset growth must be controlled. Many small

firms have a bad habit of purchasing capital equipment with

only economic conditions in mind, and many times these firms

are suddenly surprised to have extremely high excess capacity.

Capital equipment growth must be carefully planned and must

consider economic downturns as well as upswings.

Use tax laws effectively. Hire a tax expert and use

the tax laws to their very limit. Many, many tax breaks exist

for small firms and a surprisingly small number of firms choose

to take advantage of these quirks. A tax advisor can save a

firm thousands of dollars with tactics that range from Sub-S

corporation status to 1244 stock issuance.

Non-Financial

Find a revenue producing product as soon as possible.

Most small firms are formed to accomplish an entrepreneur's

dream. The entrepreneur, unfortunately, often underestimates

the time it will take to get his dream to market and tragical-

ly, the company runs out of funds before any product is fully

developed. The small firm must initiate a revenue-producing

product as soon as possible in order to maintain cash inflows.

These cash inflows help to insure cash liquidity and will help

to finance future products. Further, the company's first pro-
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duct may be something extremely simple, but it is vital that it

gets to market in some form to not only initiate cash inflows

but also to provide important marketing and distribution ex-

perience for future, more important products.

Plan and budget always. Small firms often survive in

a day-to-day environment, but this survival attitude may ulti-

mately be their undoing. Planning for a small firm may be even

more important than for a large firm. Small firms are extreme-

ly vulnerable to even small unexpected economic swings, but

through a good planning process, these unexpected scenarios can

be simulated and contingency plans made. Planning does not

guarantee success, but at least it gives the small firm a

fighting chance to adapt to unexpected situations and use its

limited resources in the most efficient way.

Don't skimp on research and development. In this

industry, research is the name of the game, and the first

company to master a technology will have a huge head start on

the rest of the industry. While attention has been given to

controlling the growth of many aspects of the business, re-

search and development is something which must receive full-

funding and have the support of top management. Very simply, a

firm in this industry will live or die by its research and

development success.

Don't be afraid of j oint-ventures. Research is ex-

pensive and talent is very limited, so many times joint ven-
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tures may be the only viable alternative for small firms to

remain competitive with large firms. Joint ventures are

regaining popularity quickly and firms which do not take advan-

tage of such opportunities may easily be left out in the cold

with no place to turn for help.

STRATEGIC OPTION #1: BECOME THE LOW COST PRODUCER

Description

Very simply, this strategy forsakes any marketing or

product differentiation attempts and advocates a competitive

advantage based on price competition alone. This strategy

simply requires that a firm achieve the lowest-cost structure

in the industry, pass these savings on to customers and thereby

gain sales by undercutting the prices of all other competitors.

Financial Evaluation

Firms using this strategy are very lean and

usually cannot support high research and de-

velopment budgets.

Firms using this strategy are very sensitive to

price cuts by competitors. Profit margins are

slim to begin with and any loss in sales volume

will have a dramatic impact on the income state-

ment .
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Being the low-cost producer will force careful

capital asset growth planning.

Strategic Evaluation

Low-cost manufacturers generate little customer

loyalty.

Quality is a key factor in this industry. It

cannot be sacrificed just to cut costs.

To achieve low-cost production, parts must gen-

erally be standardized. Today, many customers

still need specialized devices, so "standard"

GaAs devices have a very limited market.

The low-cost strategy makes no provision for

marketing techniques. GaAs is a relatively new

material which has only recently begun to at-

tract a sizable group of users. It would seem

that further marketing efforts would be vital to

increase the awareness of GaAs and its superior

qualities.

On the other hand, GaAs's cost is going to have

to be reduced somehow to make it competitive

with silicon. If a low-cost producer could

reduce its price down to the level of silicon,

then perhaps customers would begin to demand

GaAs devices in such numbers that the marketing
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efforts mentioned previously would be unneces-

sary .

Effect on Porter Industry Analysis

Buyers (High). Buyers' power will remain high.

While some reliance on the firm's low prices may develop, other

firm's are going to work to lower their prices, also. With

firms now competing heavily on price and little or no customer

loyalty having been generated, buyers are now in an excellent

position to haggle for the best deal.

Suppliers (Medium). Suppliers will lose some of

their power. With low production costs now a priority, GaAs

device makers will not hesitate to change suppliers if a better

price can be found.

Entry/Exit Barriers (High). Entry barriers will rise

even further. Now not only must a firm spend millions on

research and development, but it must also do that with pro-

ducts that are going to have a very slim profit margin.

Substitutes (Medium). Substitutes will lose power.

As prices for GaAs devices drop, substitute materials will

become less attractive. GaAs's superior qualities will finally

become cost effective.

Rivalry (High). Rivalry will rise. Anytime prices

become the chief competitive weapon, rivalry intensifies. Very

few established firms will leave a market simply because
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someone has undercut their prices. Those firms will either

match the price cut or add a service or feature which makes

their product more valuable. (See Figure 10 for a pictoral

summary of the effects of this option on the original Porter

analysis.)

STRATEGIC OPTION #2: DIFFERENTIATE THE PRODUCT LINE IN A MARKET

NICHE

Description

Porter defines two differentiation strategies. One

is for the companies who serve a wide market with many diverse

customers. This differentiation strategy usually entails a

public relations type of campaign which differentiates the

firm's name rather than individual products. The other dif-

ferentiation strategy is for companies who sell to a narrow

group of customers. This market "niche" strategy entails great

efforts by the firm to specialize its products and services for

its narrow group of customers. The firm's differentiation

occurs because of the specialized services and products it

offers and which other firms cannot.

With a firm of the size discussed in this paper, it

would be naive to assume that it would serve a wide variety of

customers effectively. So, the first differentiation strategy

will not even be discussed. The market niche strategy, how-
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Figure 10

Effects of Option #1 on Present Industry Situation

Source: Porter, Michael E. Competitive Advantage, The Free

Press: New York, 1985, p. 5.
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ever, is a credible alternative and should be examined careful-

ly.

Porter's niche strategy calls for a firm to spe-

cialize in one market segment and then to differentiate itself

somehow from all other firms serving that segment. The dif-

ferentiation can be in the actual features of the product

itself, in the perceived features of a product which a

marketing campaign can create or in the services which a firm

can offer in addition to its product. These differentiation

efforts are an actual cash expense to the firm but if success-

ful they will prove beneficial by creating customer loyalty or

by adding value to the product for which the customer is wil-

ling to pay a premium.

Financial Evaluation

Differentiation efforts raise prices. Services,

marketing campaigns, added product features or whatever dif-

ferentiation efforts are used add to cash expenses, and these

expenses will have to be reflected in the product's final

price. Any differentiation efforts employed must be evaluated

to see if they can be sold at a premium over expenses to the

customer. If an effort is not valued at a premium over

expenses by the customer, then the differentiation technique

should be dropped, or it will adversely effect the income

statement.
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The differentiation strategy should create higher

profit margins. If employed properly, the differentiation

strategy creates higher profit margins, since the customer is

paying a premium for a service or a product which he feels is

unique. These higher profit margins should also help to sup-

port the high research and development budgets required in this

industry.

Added services raise working capital requirements.

Very simply, when more operations have to be supported, working

capital requirements rise. While not always a bad event, a

rise in working capital requirements must be planned for and

financed, and therefore should not be dismissed lightly. Also,

a rise in working capital requirements increases the chance of

cash illiquidity which, again, is the leading cause of small

business failures.

If services are offered, the firm will have created

another source of revenue. A diversified stream of revenues is

always preferable to a single-item source, especially when

after-sale services can be incorporated into revenues. After-

sale services are generally a much more stable income stream

than product sales since after-sale services tend to be a

recurring item rather than a one-time event as product sales

generally are.
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Strategic Evaluation

Differentiation efforts which add value to products,

i.e., services, tend to create customer loyalty. After-sale

services are an excellent way to "hook" customers and propagate

further product sales. Any type of service or product upgrade

which can be sold to a customer creates an interdependence

which further binds the firm and the customer together, and

helps to insure future sales.

Differentiation must be carefully planned. Differen-

tiation can severely tax a small, start-up firm since resources

will generally be stretched to the limit without added ser-

vices. Services or product features which are to be added must

be carefully evaluated to insure that they do truly differen-

tiate a product by adding value in the customer's mind. Many

firms have failed because they tried to force on customers

services which the customer either didn't want or need in the

first place. Two detailed points follow:

Services should be custom-tailored to individual

customers. All buyers have different needs, and

the firm that meets those needs best will first,

keep its customers and second, be able to charge

premium prices for its custom services. Also,

these custom services help to further differen-
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tiate a company from the rest of the industry

and establish its own identity.

While serving a market niche, products can also

be custom-tailored to help answer customer's

exact needs. Services have been the primary

area of discussion so far, but with the techno-

logy available today, even the GaAs device it-

self can be customized. This device customiza-

tion may be an even better way to create custo-

mer loyalty since the buyer now knows he can get

exactly what he needs and not just a close fit.

A differentiation strategy also takes some of the

pressure off the price issue surrounding GaAs. If customized

devices and services are developed, then perhaps the higher

prices now existing for GaAs can be justified. This will be

especially true if GaAs devices can be customized to the extent

that silicon devices simply will no longer provide acceptable

per formance.

Effects on Porter Industry Analysis

Buyers (Medium Low). Buyers' power will be lowered

considerably. As customer loyalty and dependence is promul-

gated because of customized products and devices, buyers' abi-

lity to switch dealers will be greatly inhibited. To switch

dealers will quickly become very costly and time-consuming and
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consequently, buyers will consider this measure only in extreme

situations.

Suppliers (High). Suppliers' power should remain

high as firms will still be very dependent on them for pure

GaAs crystals and a stable supplier will be of utmost impor-

tance
.

Entry/Exit Barriers (High). Entry barriers will rise

even further. New firms now will not only have to contend with

a high research and development requirement, but also with the

necessity of providing customized devices and services to re-

main competitive. The customization required is just another

strain on a small firm's talent and capital resources.

Substitutes (Medium). Substitutes' power will be

lowered. As GaAs devices are customized for specific uses,

silicon's performance will slowly become unacceptable and GaAs

will become the industry standard. This process will be slow,

but it has already begun in speed-critical areas, and as GaAs

prices sink, cost-effective applications will increase greatly.

Rivalry (Medium High). Overall, industry competition

will increase, but niche markets with little or no competition

will emerge as exceptions. With the niche strategy, the cus-

tomized services offered for small segments will be unprofit-

able for many large firms to match and small firms will attempt

to avoid each other in order to find their own niches. Once a

company finds a relatively uncompetitive niche, it must estab-
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lish itself quickly as the market leader and then force other

companies to enter the market and compete on its terms matching

its product and services. (See Figure 11 for a pictoral sum-

mary of the effects of this option on the original Porter

analysis.)
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Figure 11

Effects of Option #2 on Present Industry Situation

Source: Porter, Michael E. Competitive Advantage. The Free

Press: New York, 1985, p. 5.



CHAPTER FOUR

STRATEGIC POSITION AND TACTICS

STRATEGIC POSITION

Two generic strategies have been outlined for firms

in the GaAs industry. The strategic options are to become the

low-cost producer of GaAs devices, or to differentiate products

and services from the rest of industry in a niche market. Both

options, of course, have advantages and disadvantages, but for

the firms in this highly volatile and unpredictable industry,

the differentiation strategy seems to promise the best returns.

To become the low-cost producer in an industry, pro-

duction techniques must be standardized, and specialized pro-

cesses eliminated. This usually implies that only standardized

products can be produced, and any customization will have to

occur at the user's facilities. While an excellent strategy in

a more mature industry which has at least a few industry-wide

standards, this strategy seems impractical in the GaAs industry

at this time.

GaAs is still emerging and new uses are being found

daily. More importantly, though, present uses are very spe-

cialized and each user is demanding different device charac-
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teristics. A "standard" device simply does not exist, and

therefore makes the low-cost strategy almost impossible to

follow. Further, with the differentiation strategy, customer

loyalty will develop and as new devices are introduced, sales

efforts can begin with an established customer base. Finally,

the differentiation strategy takes some pressure off the high

prices of GaAs and instead focuses attention on its superior

performance. With performance as a factor, GaAs will stand a

chance to replace silicon in areas where speed or radiation-

resistance is critical.

KEY TACTICAL POINTS

Below are some key tactical points which a firm in

the GaAs industry will want to follow while pursuing a differ-

entiation strategy in a niche market.

Expand Slowly and Stay in Niche Markets. A small

firm, $5 to $lO million in original capital, should avoid

exposure to competition with large conglomerates as long as

possible. By expanding carefully into selected niches, expo-

sure to large conglomerates will be minimized while growth is

still occurring. At a future date, these niche markets can be

tied together for a complete product line. The complete pro-

duct line should not be formed, however, until the firm is of a

sufficient size to compete with the large conglomerates effec-

tively .
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Be a Research and Development Leader. Technology

drives this industry and a company simply cannot be left be-

hind.

Serve the Market. While basic research is vital, the

GaAs devices must still be adapted to customers' needs. Fol-

lowing the differentiation strategy dictates that as much cus-

tomization as possible should be done before the user receives

the device. This again makes the firm unique in the industry

and increases the end-users' dependence on the manufacturer.

Market the Technology. GaAs is new and, contrary to

popular belief, new technologies don't always sell themselves.

It will be very important for firms in this industry to raise

user's awareness of GaAs's superior performance and to make

GaAs, at least in the minds of users, an irreplaceable mater-

ial. Silicon manufacturers are striving hard to play down

GaAs's superior performance, so GaAs device makers are going to

have to retaliate to insure that their technology does not go

the way of the videodisk player.

Plan Flexibility. Small firms have to budget and

plan for all occurrences. As mentioned earlier, unexpected

economic swings drastically affect a small firm's outlook and

their reactions must be quick and effective. A small firm's

contingency plans can be one of their most valuable assets if

these plans are kept up-to-date and used when needed.
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In conclusion, the GaAs industry is a risky one, but

it is also an exciting and potentially greatly profitable area.

Firms in this industry must remain flexible and adapt quickly

to all changes, especially to technology changes. The niche

differentiation strategy defined by Porter is by far the best

strategy for a small firm in this industry to follow since few

standard products exist and customized devices are much easier

for buyers to use. Firms in this industry have great poten-

tial, but their managers face many challenges from convincing

customers to switch from silicon to developing large-scale

integrated devices to just surviving until their markets deve-

lop. If these firms can survive, however, the Silicon Valley

may just have to have its name changed one day, to the Gallium

Valley.



CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

GALLIUM ARSENIDE: ITS ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) is a new and exciting mate-

rial which has great potential. Its chemical properties give

devices made of GaAs many advantages over similar silicon

devices.

GaAs integrated circuits are 4 to 10 times

faster than silicon devices.

GaAs devices require less power to operate so

cooling demands for excess heat are greatly

reduced .

GaAs devices have a wider range of operating

temperatures than silicon.

GaAs offers greater radiation-resistance than

silicon.

GaAs can be used to produce laser light (a feat

that silicon cannot even begin to match).

Because of these advantages which GaAs offers, many

new and improved products are coming on the market.

85
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GaAs computer chips are aiding the realization

of a new generation of "supercomputers" because

of the faster operating speeds available.

With GaAs as the substrate, monolithic (single-

chip) laser transmitters for fiber optic systems

are being developed.

GaAs solar cells are obtaining operating effi-

ciencies of around 22 percent and are quickly

making themselves a cost-effective alternate

energy source.

Because of GaAs high radiation-resistance and

low power requirements, it is ideal for use in

military and space satellite computer circuit

applications.

Home satellite antennas, only a meter in dia-

meter, are now possible because of GaAs receiv-

ing circuitry.

While a great potential exists, many problems plague

GaAs device makers. First, large, pure GaAs raw ingots are

almost impossible to make. No satisfactory, high-volume pro-

duction method has been found yet. The most promising produc-

tion method is to grow the ingots in the microgravity afforded

by outer space. In space, the largest problem, gravity-driven

convection currents (which cause unbalanced areas of gallium
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and arsenic to form), would be eliminated, and large, pure GaAs

ingots could be produced.

The second major problem, GaAs's high price is a

direct result of the lack of raw, pure ingots. Once production

of raw ingots is standardized, prices will drop and GaAs will

become cost-justified for the development of more varied de-

vices. In today's market, GaAs is only used where one of its

unique properties, such as higher operating speed or better

radiation-resistance, is absolutely critical. This limits GaAs

devices to mainly military, space or supercomputer applica-

tions
.

Finally, for only being in very limited use, GaAs is

receiving a great deal of attention. Over 45 U.S. companies

are developing GaAs technologies while at least 7 Japanese

companies are known to be in the field. Numerous start-up

companies with a GaAs emphasis have been formed and millions of

research dollars have already been spent. GaAs, for only being

a research material, is drawing a lot of attention from many

major companies, such as IBM and Rockwell, who commit a large

amount of resources only when they truly believe in a product.

THE STRATEGIC PLAN

To analyze and then create a strategy for a firm in

this industry, Porter's five-part method was employed. The

firm assumed was a small, start-up company with approximately
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$5 to $lO million in original capital. After an industry

analysis was performed and key trends forecasted, two strate-

gies were considered. One was becoming the industry's low-cost

producer while the other was to follow Porter's focused differ-

entiation strategy. The strategy finally chosen was Porter's

focused differentiation approach because of the firm's size and

the industry's volatile.

The industry analysis revealed just how risky this

environment really is. The firm's only advantage was the high

barrier to entry posed by the original start-up costs which a

research-intense industry demands. All other factors (sup-

plier's power, buyer's power, rivalry and substitutes) weighed

heavily against the firm's chances for success. The firm's

weak industry position, coupled with the obvious volatility of

all forecasts made, greatly influenced the choice between the

strategies considered. Finally, in order to establish an in-

dustry position and to usurp some power from buyers, competi-

tors and substitutes, the focused differentiation strategy was

chosen.

The focused differentiation strategy calls for a firm

to compete in a market niche by differentiating itself through

products and services. The firm needs to make its product

unique when compared to all others by actual product features,

services offered in addition to the product or through a mar-

keting campaign which creates perceived differences in the
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buyer's mind. Once this differentiation is achieved, buyer's

will pay a premium to insure that they receive the firm's

product since they believe that it answers a specific need

which they have.

The differentiation strategy will only be effective

if a few basic steps are followed. First, the firm must expand

slowly and stay in its niche markets. First, the firm must

expand slowly and stay in its niche markets. Second, in this

industry, the firm must remain a research leader to stay compe-

titive. Next, the firm must serve its market and customize as

many products and services as possible. (This helps to build

customer loyalty and dependence.) Fourth, the firm must market

the new GaAs technology, so silicon users will begin to view

GaAs as an irreplaceable material. Finally, as a small firm,

the producer must plan flexibility into its organization and be

able to adjust to technology changes and new customer demands

at a moment's notice.
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HOW DO SOLAR CELLS MAKE POWER

While often criticized for their expense and ineffi-

ciency, solar cells are unique among power generators in pro-

ducing electricity indefinitely without wearing out. One solar

cell, made from a single crystal of the element silicon, typi-

cally weights about six grams and has a four-inch diameter. It

is within this tiny package that the direct conversion of light

to energy (the photovoltaic process) occurs.

A single silicon crystal is composed of trillions of

atoms that are lined up neatly in a lattice structure. Each is

connected to the next by four electrons orbiting its shell.

Added to this tidy crystal structure are small amounts of

dopants, boron and phosphorous. At the back of the cell, boron

atoms bond with silicon atoms. Since boron has only three

electrons, a vacancy (or instability) in each bond is

f) 7
created.

The other dopant, phosphorous, takes up just a frac-

tion of an inch at the cell’s surface. Since phosphorous atoms

have five outer electrons, one is left over after each atom

bonds with a neighboring silicon atom. Many of these extra

Kelly, "How Does a Solar Cell Really
Work," Science Digest, July 1984, p. 80.
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electrons flow toward the holes in the boron-silicon lattice.

As the vacancies fill up with these electrons in the boron

layer, an electrical field (a region of negative and positive

charge) is built up between the phosphorous and boron. It is

created because the electrons carry a negative charge to the

boron and leave behind a positive charge in the phosphorous

when the move to fill in the "holes."
68

When sunlight strikes the solar cell, trillions of

energy particles called photons bombard the silicon and boron

atoms, knocking their electrons loose. Many of the electrons

are then swept into the electrical field. In the field, each

electron picks up an energy potential. As they become ener-

gized, the electrons quickly penetrate the phosphorous layer

and then travel through a wire, on the outside of the cell, to

a light bulb. A typical cell generates half a volt.
69

After passing through the bulb, the electron steam

returns, via a wire in the back of the cell, to the boron layer

to be used again. In this way, solar cells never run out of

electricity. (See figure 12 for a pictorial explanation of a

solar cell.)

68 Ibid.

69 lb id.



Figure 12

Pictoral Representation of a Solar Cell

Source : Costigan, Kelly. "How Does a Solar Cell Really Work."

Science. Digest. July 1984, P. 80 *
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